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Water distribution model for decision-making with
updatable data links
Raido Puust, Margus Koor and Anatoli Vassiljev

ABSTRACT
From February 2011 to December 2012, the Tallinn Water Company, AS Tallinna Vesi (ASTV), aimed at
improving the previous hydraulic model creation procedures so that the model can be operatively
updated through the available geographic information system, client information system (Navision),
supervisory control and data acquisition system (SCADA). The goal of the project was to analyse
various model building alternatives so that data reload can be easily managed by ASTV. The model
rebuild is necessary because of continuous changes in the water network (pipe renewals, new
developments, demands, etc.). The project was divided into two phases. Phase 1 was mainly about
hydraulic network model build-up to the pre-calibrated state where all possible data sources were
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created and data are loaded into hydraulic modelling software. Phase 1 was ﬁnished in May 2012.
Phase 2 started in summer 2012, and included pressure measurement point selections, data
validation and model calibration. The ﬁnal production model provides the possibility of using the
model for real decision-making.
Key words

| calibration, genetic algorithm, geographic information system (GIS), hydraulic network
model, supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)

INTRODUCTION
This paper is an extension of the one presented at the 12th

software can easily generate ‘all pipe’ models for any city

International Conference on ‘Computing and Control for

or municipality, the uncertainty and complexity of the

the Water Industry – CCWI2013’ (Koor et al. ). Hydrau-

water distribution system makes it difﬁcult to predict its per-

lic model update is quite a time-consuming task because it

formance (Perelman & Ostfeld ). Quite often, some

involves several data sources that should be carefully

simpliﬁcations are made to overcome the complexities like

checked against possible faults before any model can be

real time changes in network data (open/closed valves,

built. Depending on the available tools, hydraulic network

new pipe data, etc.). Those simpliﬁcation routes are made

model (HNM) can be built up by directly pulling various

to predict failure scenarios, detection of sources of contami-

data sources into hydraulic modelling software (HMS) or

nation intrusions, sensor placement locations and surge

incorporating hydraulic modelling capabilities into geo-

analysis ( Jung et al. ; Almeida & Ramos ). Using

graphic information system (GIS) application (Martinez

various algorithms, the simpliﬁcation can be made with

et al. ; Speight et al. ). City-scale water network mod-

HNM (when a skeletonization module is available) or at

elling has been recently described in several research papers

GIS database level. The advantage of doing it in HNM is

(Crozier et al. ; Loubser et al. ). Depending on the

that various control strategies can be used to validate exact-

available tools, techniques and also considering whether

ness of the reduced model, including hydraulic as well as

the Water Company is willing to pay for additional software

energy analysis (Paluszczyszyn et al. ). Although simpli-

developments and/or licences, various routes can be taken.

ﬁed models can be more easily managed, it should be noted

Although today’s computers and database management

that oversimpliﬁed models can lead to ‘too good’ solutions
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METHODOLOGY/PROCESS

decrease the average water age in pipes and therefore tend
to give incorrect results (Bahadur et al. ). Several

Database-driven model creation procedure is based on a real

approaches have been published how to simplify network

water network data changing with time. For model recrea-

topology that inherits a wide range of operating conditions

tion it is unwise to waste time on routine steps or activities

from the parent, ‘all pipe’ model (Ulanicki et al. ; Gray-

that can be automated at database level. Losing a valuable

man & Rhee ).

time factor is especially inefﬁcient in large water networks

The current study started in 2011 when AS Tallinna Vesi

where thousands of pipes and consumer accounts exist. Tal-

(ASTV) was interested in updating their water network model

linn’s pipe infrastructure is the biggest in Estonia, serving

with the aim that it can be managed (updated) by their own

almost 392,000 people (that is about one-third of the Esto-

personnel in the future for easier model build-ups and cali-

nian population). Although database-based information

bration. Phase 1, that lasted to May 2012, mostly dealt with

handling is nothing new in companies of that scale, the

database connections, model skeletonization and demand

development of a well-established hydraulic model creation

aggregation (Koor et al. ). Phase 2 started in summer

procedure is quite often the opposite. At least once model

2012 and focused on pressure measurement point selections,

creation stage has happened in most moderate-to-large

data validation and model calibration (Koor et al. ). Tal-

scale water companies. Every new update, when done

linn University of Technology was involved in ASTV full-

manually, is time-consuming and may introduce new

scale city model creation and calibration also from 2001 to

errors that are difﬁcult to perceive and to eliminate because

2004 when for model building, Bentley WaterCAD (then

of the scale of the model/database. Near real-time rehabilita-

Haestad Solutions) was used; calibration was purely done

tion and optimization tasks need an updated model from the

in EPANET with custom calibration tools (Ainola et al.

current timeframe and therefore optimized hydraulic model

; Vassiljev et al. ; Koppel & Vassiljev , ).

update/rebuild procedure plays an important role. Tallinn’s

For the current project, Bentley WaterGEMS V8i (SELECT-

water network has 85,058 pipes (950 km), 35 pump stations

series 3) was used from start to ﬁnish, including calibration

(including 11 pressure booster stations) and 11 main

with WaterGEMS built-in tool Darwin Calibrator (Bentley

pressure zones. There is one surface water resource (Lake

Systems ). The genetic algorithm has had many success

Ülemiste) and several groundwater resources to satisfy cus-

stories since its ﬁrst appearance in water network-related pro-

tomers’ water needs (Figure 1).

blems (Simpson et al. ; Savic & Walters , )

Different types of data are kept in various databases

including real, city-scale calibration studies (Randall-Smith

(infrastructure, customer demand data and four different

et al. ). Although the genetic algorithm takes a consider-

supervisory control and data acquisition system (SCADA)

ably longer time to calculate and needs a great deal of

systems). Several approaches exist of how to combine

computational power compared to other methods (Vassiljev

these databases (Koor et al. ). In current studies, GIS

& Koppel ), the main advantage for ASTV has been its

and HNM are kept separately and simpliﬁcations are done

out-of-the-box solution inside their already own hydraulic

already at GIS database level. The simpliﬁcation workﬂow

modelling package as well as its easier set-up routines for

is illustrated in Figure 2.

model calibration.

To ensure that the simpliﬁcation does not involve large

This paper details city-scale water network model cre-

discrepancies in the sense of hydraulic and energy analysis,

ation procedures, emphasizing model calibration topics

three main types of simpliﬁcations are done: (a) dead end

and its representation with close-to-real-life model com-

demands are carried over to the next node; (b) dead end

ponents so that it can be used for daily decision-making

links are removed (no demand); and (c) similar pipes are

tasks. During the case study, various database/software-

merged that have a common diameter, installation year

related challenges arose. Custom routines to overcome

and material. Model update is regularly needed because of

those issues are discussed in the current paper.

timely basis pipe renewals, new developments as well as
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Hydraulic water network model with highlighted transmission lines.

changes in demands. For example, in Estonia the average

standard shapeﬁle format. In 2014, the GIS platform was

yearly water demand has dropped about three times

updated and it includes shapeﬁle export/import functional-

within the last 10 years. Meanwhile, the average leakage

ity that should improve the overall ease of model

has dropped about twice (Figure 3).

updatability, however, it needs further testing. Before

Also, as people tend to change the place they live, the

EPANET network was imported into the WaterGEMS soft-

demand pattern can change over time (Koppel & Vassiljev

ware package, all component libraries were added (11

, ). The simpliﬁcation was divided into three

material deﬁnitions, 6 24-h demand patterns with daily

stages (Level 0–Level 3) and the difference in the number

and monthly coefﬁcients).

of main elements is shown in Table 1.
ASTV uses Bentley’s WaterGEMS v8i HMS (Bentley
Systems ). Different approaches were discussed about

ADDITIONAL DATA/MODEL MANAGEMENT

which functionalities (connecting directly with GIS database, using sub-model feature or simple EPANET *.inp

After model import (pipes, nodes, hydrants, pumping

ﬁle format) can be used for effective model build-up.

stations

During the project the best possible solution for network

additional information was included with pipe/node

topology import that arose was EPANET *.inp ﬁle format

elements based on pressure zones. In addition to zone

(Rossman ) which was generated with GIS SQL data-

information, all boundary data (ﬂow inputs) were

base tools and custom queries. The main reason to use

included into the model. All sub-models were test-run

GIS generated EPANET ﬁle format was that the company’s

to ensure the integrity of the model. During the build-

GIS platform was not able in 2012 to produce an industry

up of the model, various pumping station representations
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Main simpliﬁcation procedures at SQL-based database level.
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Average yearly water consumption and leakage rates in Tallinn from 1996 to 2012.

Number of main elements at various database levels

Level 0

Number of segments

933

normal situations, simpler pumping station representations
Level 1

are used. For example, for calibration, Option 3 (Figure 4)

Level 2

8

is used where the pumping station is represented by a

8
a

Number of pump connections
(input/output)

84

170

Number of hydrants

5,345

5,096

simple reservoir element with a measured head pattern

170a

(derived from pumping station measurements). Option 2
would be much more preferable for calibration but again,

4,761

Client connections

22,239

18,566

17,576

during the calibration, the preliminary hydraulic calcu-

Number of pipe segments

85,058

31,731

29,971

lation might not converge and might cause a backﬂow

Number of isolation valves

36,837

8,265

7,740

through the pump station. It was especially problematic

Time to generate

∼1 h

∼15 min

∼1 min

in Zone 11 where a large number of pumping stations

b

b

a

The number of pump connections increases because of pump node expansion into
separate input/output nodes in pump station.
b

Some clients do not belong to the main Tallinn water system and therefore this number is

reduced.

are present (see Figure 5). Therefore, Option 3 was considered for calibration studies because of the easier water
balance calculations, and later on, Option 2 was used
with a calibrated model (including pump relative speed patterns or ﬁxed pump head behaviour).

were considered, as can be seen in Figure 4, including

Several mathematical models exist to predict the initial

also groundwater pumping stage if present at source or

pipe roughness values based on pipe age, material and soil

pressure booster stations.

type (Duchesne et al. ). Because of ASTV ﬂushing strat-

The detail level of pumping stations models may have

egies it was decided that it is better to leave the estimation of

serious drawbacks for calculation (calibration) speeds

pipe roughness in the calibration stage, where pipe rough-

and/or for the convergence of the simulation results.

ness lower and upper limits are deﬁned considering pipe

Option 1 (Figure 4) might be the true representation of

materials as well as their age. One of the reasons was that

the pumping station but it will tremendously increase the

ASTV carries out regular pipe ﬂushing and therefore a

calculation times and the software may not ﬁnd the sol-

direct link between pipe age and roughness was not

ution at some times steps at all (Koor et al. ). In

assumed before the calibration.
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Figure 4
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Various representations of pumping stations.

Figure 5

|

Eleven pressure zones at Tallinn City water network.
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parameter values for nodes. Sample results can be seen
in Figures 6 and 7.

Any calibration study needs good quality measurement

It can be easily seen that when comparing two different

data. The Tallinn City network has 11 main pressure

sensitivity analyses (Figures 6 and 7), two different network

zones that were measured independently by additional

maps are derived. For example, the most sensitive points

pressure loggers, including inﬂows/outﬂows (Figure 5).

with ﬁre ﬂow test are mostly shown at dead-ends. For ﬁnal

Each pressure zone was measured for about 1 week

pressure logger locations there are various, endless

which included all the weekdays at least once. The size

number of combinations to choose from, especially when

of the pressure zones varied quite a lot, ranging from

the amount of loggers is limited (15 in our case) and large

110 pipes (smallest) to 11,200 pipes (largest) but the

zones should be measured. Calibration results are greatly

number of additional pressure loggers was limited. In

affected by the number of pressure measurements per pipe

addition to zone inﬂows/outﬂows and pressure measure-

kilometre or simply per number of pipes/nodes/hydrants.

ment

pressure

Therefore, simple sensitivity analysis helps us to draw atten-

loggers were used in every zone for about 1 full week to

tion to some particular sub-areas in the network and

record pressures with a 1-minute time step. Before the

pressure logger locations can be chosen more calibration-

pressure measurements, simple, model-based sensitivity

safely. The same procedure as described here was carried

analyses were carried out at zone level to ﬁnd out the

out with each zone (11 altogether) and a network map as

best measurement point locations. As measurements

well as ﬁnal hydrant selection (Zone 11, Figure 8) was

were carried out at hydrants, also the sensitivity analysis

shared with ASTV team members.

stations

(SCADA-based),

temporary

was carried out at hydrant level and so-called sensitivity

Measurements were carried out during 2012 (spring to

coefﬁcient was calculated for every hydrant. Sensitivity

autumn) and the measurement period varied from 7 to 20

coefﬁcient was assumed to be a combined value of two

days (Table 2). The overall number of different measurement

different approaches. First, roughness sensitivity was

periods is highly dependent on pressure zone size (in terms

researched at maximum demand hour at hydrants (08:30

of nodes/pipes) and the number of available pressure log-

am). Second, ﬁre ﬂow test (model based) was carried

gers. It should be also noted that with each period a

out with all hydrants to ﬁnd the most sensitive areas for

considerable amount of man-hours are needed to carry out

possible measurement points. Sensitivity maps were cre-

the relocation of loggers. Although 7 days was planned for

ated in conjunction with WaterGEMS User Deﬁned

each zone, longer periods were gathered at some zones

Figure 6

|

Roughness sensitivity map for Zone 11. Larger node sizes indicates more sensitivity.
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Figure 7

|

Fire ﬂow sensitivity map for Zone 11. Larger node sizes indicates more sensitivity.

Figure 8

|

Pressure measurement points for Zone 11.
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due to vacation seasons. Therefore, the optimum measure-

Measurement periods

Zone

Zone name

Measurement period

Full days

1

Merivälja

19.06.2012–08.07.2012

20

2

Pirita

07.06.2012–16.06.2012

10

3

Kose

12.07.2012–18.07.2012

7

4

Lasnamäe-III

26.05.2012–03.06.2012

9

5

Lasnamäe-II

04.05.2012–17.05.2012

14

6

Linna-III

25.08.2012–02.09.2012

9

7

Toompea

06.09.2012–12.09.2012

7

8

Linna-II

21.04.2012–01.05.2012

11

9

Taela

Not measured

n/a

10

Mustamäe-Õismäe

11.04.2012–18.04.2012

8

11

Nõmme

18.09.2012–27.09.2012

10
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was not measured because of the different type of hydrants
in that region and additional pressure loggers were not
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some anomalies were discovered within measurements,

Darwin Calibrator calibration module resides inside the

those were not accounted for in the ﬁnal data selection.

WaterGEMS environment, it was the most obvious choice.

For example, there was one pressure logger that showed

In addition to measurement data, various other settings

most of the time higher pressures in the network than at

should be deﬁned before calibration can be started. Cali-

the zone inﬂow point (pumping station). The cause of the

bration was carried out for pipe roughness values (Darcy–

problem could be a faulty sensor as well as wrong elevation

Weisbach) as well as for emitter coefﬁcient values (leakage

(placement) height recording. As ﬁnal measurement data

representation). Therefore pipe and node groupings were

should be imported directly into WaterGEMS calibration

created. For pipes, plastic and metal pipe groupings were

module, ModelBuilder was used to connect with the ﬁltered

created separately considering only the diameter aspect

measurement data source. For online loggers (pump ﬂows/

with a 50 mm increment. It was found that a smaller incre-

pressures, pressure measurement stations) two different

ment did not add value for the calibration procedure

import alternatives were evaluated. At ﬁrst, WaterGEMS

considering calibration speed and there is really no great

module SCADAConnect was considered and tested as the

difference if the pipe belongs in the 100 or 110 mm group.

most obvious choice to carry over the historical data based

Maximum roughness value for metal pipes was up to 75%

on zone measurement period. It turned out that the capabili-

of their diameter with an increment of 10% of their maxi-

ties of that module were not suitable for the current

mum value. Plastic pipe groups were separated from the

workﬂow: (a) there was no possibility of saving the signal

metal pipes because of much lower maximum possible

settings for future updates, for example, when a model is

roughness (up to 52 mm with increment of 12 mm) and it

rebuilt by ModelBuilder links into a new ﬁle, there is no

was assumed that the maximum value does not depend on

possible way to import predeﬁned signal deﬁnitions; and

pipe diameter. The same principles were used in all zones

(b) there was no possibility of combining various time

to create pipe groupings.

steps into one calibration study. The latter issue was most

Leakage node groupings were purely based on measure-

problematic for planned workﬂow as can be seen in later

ment locations. Due to the fact that pipes are mostly

sections where the overview of calibration module is

oversized in the whole city area and because of that very

given. As an alternative, all online data (historical SCADA

low ﬂows exist in the system there is no point to search a

data) were imported into the calibration module in the

leakage far away from the measurement point. Therefore

same way as with off-line measurements. For that purpose,

the groupings were created around measurement point.

it was necessary to prepare an additional data table that

The closest node to the measured hydrant location was con-

included ﬂows, pressures from the pumping stations and

sidered as a leakage candidate. Although each node group

from the ﬁxed measurement stations. ModelBuilder was

has one single leakage candidate the results of leakage cali-

used to connect with that data table and, as such, all the

bration should be expanded over all other nodes that are in

necessary measurement data were gathered into Water-

that region. Various methods of how to calibrate leakages

GEMS calibration module called Darwin Calibrator.

have been reviewed by Puust et al. (). Leakage calibration in the current study was deﬁned as a search
problem of optimal emitter coefﬁcient for each node grouping. The ranges for emitter coefﬁcient were assumed so that

MODEL CALIBRATION

any one maximum coefﬁcient value can cause about 10% of
additional outﬂow from the zone.

At the very ﬁrst stage of the project, it was decided that the

In addition to pipe/node groupings that help to keep the

main goal for the current study is to use out-of-the-box tools

calibration times within a reasonable timeframe, the incre-

that are readily available for ASTV. Previously it has been

ment values that drive all possible roughness/emitter

shown that the Levenberg–Marquardt optimization algor-

coefﬁcient values, play an important part. Roughness incre-

ithm works much faster than genetic algorithm (Koppel &

ment has been chosen so that a maximum 15 different

Vassiljev ; Vassiljev & Koppel , ) but as the

values (metal pipes) are considered in one particular pipe
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group. Emitter coefﬁcient increment has been selected so
that 30 different values fall into the demand group. The
number of all possible groupings and possible values greatly
affects the speed of calibration. In the current study, pipe
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|

Calibration
study

increasing the maximum trials (5,000,000) and population

2015

Stage 1

Note

Roughness
calibration

Pick a value
between the
boundaries

Roughness of the
new pipes is
assumed as
starting point

Stage 2

Leakage
calibration

Pick a value
between the
boundaries

Results from Stage
1 where used as
a starting point

Stage 3

Roughness
calibration

Multiply the
roughness
value in
between 0.1–
2.0

Results from Stage
2 where used as
a starting point

Most values were kept at their default values suggested by
the software and only slight changes were made such as

|

Method

arate calculation but multiple times with different initial
run is to check the parameters of the calibration algorithm.

64.5

Three-stage calibration procedure

Calibration
stage

roughness and emitter coefﬁcients were calibrated in a sepvalues. The last thing to consider before the calibration

|

size (200).
After setting up all the necessary parameters the sensitivity analysis of measurements was carried out. There are
various research studies of how to pick the most sensitive
data for ﬁnal calibration (Bowden et al. ). In the current

into three main stages. Table 3 shows the calibration pro-

research, a different approach was used. Considering the

cedure that was applied for each separate zone.

fact that no real ﬁre hydrant tests were carried out to get

In general, the error in between measured and simulated

additional pressure data, the whole measurement cycle

values was reduced at every stage. As up to 12 measurement

was imported into the calibration module and so-called all-

snapshots were used in every calibration run, the calculation

data-calibration was carried out at zone level. For example,

time was reasonable, ranging from a few minutes to half an

if a particular zone was measured for 10 days, 10 days × 24

hour depending on the zone size. Table 4 shows an overview

hours ¼ 240 time steps were fed into the calibration pro-

of calibration results in the sense of maximum errors in

cedure. Of course, such calibration has a dramatic effect

between measured and simulated nodal pressures.

on calculation speed and our main purpose was to test the

In the current project three-stage calibration is used with

robustness of the calibration procedure itself and not to opti-

a separate portion of measurement data for each calibration

mize the calculation time. Virtual Machine (64-bit, 4GB

stage. Because of the sensitivities within pipe roughness

memory) was used to carry out calculations. The so-called

grouping might be different than with leak node grouping

sensitivity calculation took about 1 hour (small zones) to 2

(emitter coefﬁcients); different data portions for those sub-

days (large zones). After calculation, the general model

calibrations can be used.

agreement with the measurements was drawn by WaterGEMS tools.

In general, it can be clearly seen that calibration results
are better for smaller zones (more measurements per overall

Based on the measurement sensitivity results the error of

unit of pipes). Maximum errors in Table 4 are caused by

observed and simulated HGL values are ordered and

some particular pressure logger. Attention should be

divided into smaller groups. Additional pre-calibration

drawn to the fact that as this logger was showing large

studies are carried out to ﬁnd out how the number of good

error over all measurement snapshots (times) it may indicate

measurement snapshots affects the ﬁnal result (in the

that either the logger was faulty or some errors were made

sense of error and calculation time). It was concluded that

during data analysis (including the logger elevation data at

six to 12 different measurement snapshots are enough to

that particular hydrant). It has been shown that using a

carry out the ﬁnal calibration study. In addition to pipe

method described in Vassiljev et al. () can eliminate

roughness evaluation over all the measurement data, the

the elevation error, but in WaterGEMS it was impossible

analogous analysis was carried out with leakage studies to

to apply that approach.

get the overall feeling which data are good enough to use

The most questionable calibration results are in Zones 4

in the ﬁnal calibration. The ﬁnal calibration was divided

and 10. Both zones are pressure booster zones where
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Main results of the calibration

Mean
square

Maximum
error (m)

Minimum
error (m)

Number
of pipes

Number of
pressure

Number of ﬂow

Leak
node

Zone

Zone name

error (m)

(absolute)

(absolute)

in zone

measurements

measurements

Pipe groups

groups

1

Merivälja

0.03

0.47

0

819

11

2

2 Plastic, 5 Metal

11

2

Pirita

0.05

0.65

0

1,431

13

3

5 Plastic, 5 Metal

12

3

Kose

0.06

0.74

0

775

11

2

3 Plastic, 3 Metal

11

4

Lasnamäe-III

1.42

4.25

0

1,332

22

2

6 Plastic, 10 Metal

22

5

Lasnamäe-II

0.02

0.53

0

1,641

14

3

6 Plastic, 13 Metal

14

6

Linna-III

0.23

1.13

0.16

338

8

1

4 Plastic, 6 Metal

8

7

Toompea

0.01

0.17

0

112

5

1

1 Plastic, 4 Metal

5

8

Linna-II

0.58

1.62

0.03

11,274

34

3

8 Plastic, 13 Metal

34

9

Taela

n/a

n/a

n/a

477

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

10

Mustamäe-Õismäe

1

3.19

0.01

2,436

18

3

8 Plastic, 9 Metal

18

11

Nõmme

0.13

1.39

0

8,316

28

15

5 Plastic, 7 Metal

28

various hydraulic head targets are kept throughout the day

network components, like pumps and valves. Depending on

in pumping stations. As much larger errors were noticed at

the source of water (surface or groundwater) and zones’ con-

times when there was a change in pressure regime, it may

nectivity with each other, the whole network can be divided

indicate a false interpretation of pump SCADA data.

into four areas, as shown in Figure 9. While Area 2 and Area

Additional analyses are therefore needed in the future to

3 are mostly on surface water source, Area 1 and Area 4 are

better understand the problematic side of those calibration

on a groundwater source. All areas can be run separately

results. In general, the achieved calibration result satisﬁed

through WaterGEMS Scenarios Manager.

the ASTV. Pipe roughness and emitter coefﬁcient values

Most of the areas can be easily represented with real net-

were exported into the ﬁnal model to create a calibrated

work components, including variable speed pumps and

model with proper pump components.

variable speed pump batteries, ﬁxed head pumps and pressure
reducing valves. The most challenging is to represent a variable
speed pump ﬁxed head setting that changes throughout the day

CALIBRATED MODEL

and/or weekday. As previous studies have indicated, a true
model component does not exist for those situations and

After model calibration, the whole network model was built.

some alternative way should be used (Koor et al. ). For

The key in this step was to analyse what model components

example, multiple pump elements can be used with timely con-

(e.g., reservoir with a hydraulic grade pattern, pumps in par-

trols. Although it replicates the true situation quite nicely, it

allel with on-off timing controls, pumps with variable speed

affects the network hydraulic calculations (due to heavy

patterns or variable speed pump batteries) to use to mimic a

amount of time controls for 1 week) and such representation

real network operational model as closely as possible. It

cannot be used for pump optimization studies.

turned out that as the complexity of the model (sub-model)

On the other hand, the available speed pattern-based pump

increased the choice of available pumping station represen-

representation is good for that time moment when the model

tations decreased.

was created but it might not be a correct solution in future

Although the full city network has 11 major pressure

studies. Demands are changing, leakages appear and are

zones not all are independent from each other on a daily

ﬁxed again – those situations cause a change in pump working

basis. Therefore, zone ﬂow inputs/outputs that were used at

pattern. At this stage, the future pump optimization routine was

calibration stage are now exchanged for proper, real-life

more important and therefore pump speed patterns were
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Four main network areas that can be run separately.

|

Pumping stations in Zone 11.
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derived from the SCADA data (no direct speed coefﬁcients

as suggestions to ASTV for future workﬂow improvements,

were available from SCADA directly and therefore those

including the shapeﬁle capability consideration at GIS data-

were calculated based on pump head measurements).

base level. The ﬁnal calibrated model was used for decision-

As mentioned before, some of the zones are mostly

making on more than 240 occasions in 2013, including for

pressure booster zones (Area 2 and Area 3), but Area 4 is

example, 201 cases where maximum ﬁre-ﬂow capacity

purely based on groundwater source having 15 pump

analysis was needed (considering minimum pressure at

stations (Figure 10). From the SCADA system it was imposs-

demand nodes) and 23 times where pipe rehabilitation

ible to pick out the pump settings directly (speed

studies were carried out to analyse the effect of using smaller

coefﬁcient). Therefore, those control rules were developed

diameter pipe. Although the current study involved one

from the measured ﬂow/head values.

speciﬁc water company, it is believed that the researched

Due to the number of pumps, it was the most compli-

areas of how the model can be built up and what problems

cated task in that zone. Although all pumps were able to

may occur are useful for a broader range of engineers/mod-

pump into the same network, basically three main sub-

ellers. There are some suggestions that are more speciﬁc for

areas were recognized that helped to stabilize the system

Bentley WaterGEMS modelling package users (e.g., data

(lower left, centre and right hand side sub-area) towards

connection schemes, pump station interpretations, user par-

the whole working area. All four main areas were success-

ameter deﬁnition for easier visualization possibilities, etc.),

fully modelled to the stage where real pump station

but also more general guidelines that can be applied to

elements for that moment were used, and the model is

any software platform (e.g., simpliﬁcation routines at GIS

used on a daily basis for decision-making.

database level, measurement data splitting, etc.).

CONCLUSION
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